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Abstract. Cooperation with humans is a requirement for the next gen-
eration of robots so it is necessary to model how robots can sense, know,
share and acquire knowledge from human interaction. Instead of tradi-
tional SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) methods, which
do not interpret sensor information other than at the geometric level,
these capabilities require an environment map representation similar to
the human representation. Topological maps are one option to trans-
late these geometric maps into a more abstract representation of the the
world and to make the robot knowledge closer to the human perception.
In this paper is presented a novel approach to translate 3D grid map
into a topological map. This approach was optimized to obtain similar
results to those obtained when the task is performed by a human. Also,
a novel feature of this approach is the augmentation of topological map
with features such as walls and doors.
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1 Introduction

The well known Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) problem for
mobile robots was widely explored by the robotics community in the last two
decades. Several approaches were proposed and explored. Nowadays there are
valuable solutions based on these approaches that makes possible to the robots
operate in crowed places and in buildings without special requirements. Rhino
by [1], Robox by [2], Minerva by [3] and RoboVigil by [4] are some of those
robots that can create a map and use it to localize and navigate through the
environment. These robots rely on 2D or 3D accurate metric representations of
the environment, derived from SLAM techniques.

The concept behind majority of SLAM approaches is collect natural or ar-
tificial features in the environment through the observations of the robot sen-
sors. These features are tagged with a Cartesian position and its uncertainty.
Recurring to special robot trajectories, Bayes theorem and Bayesian derivative
techniques is possible to relate the position of each feature to the position of oth-
ers features and reduce the uncertainty in that relative relative position. These
features are useful to correct the estimated robot localization and also to build
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the grid map map. In [5], [6], [7] and [8] is possible to find different approaches
to SLAM using the same concept. Correct feature extraction and association is
the most hard issue.

Using these SLAM approaches is possible for the robot gets autonomously
an accurate 2D or 3D grid map of the environment. However considering true
that robots are moving from high tech factories to our homes, offices, public
spaces and small factories, this will require that some of these robots should
work and cooperate alongside us. In this scenario the information about cell
occupation in the grid map is not enough to associate a human word to a place
name or even to an object. Also this knowledge, in the form of a grid map, is not
easily communicable. So taking this in mind, we have proposed an extension to
SLAM called HySeLAM - HYbrid SEmantic Localization And Mapping system,
described in [9]. This extension creates two new layers over this grid map, the
topological layer and the semantic layer. The topological layer describes the
places and places connectivity, detailed in section 3. The semantic layer relates
Object/place in the 3D space. In the semantic layer, each object is an instance
of a generic object described in Object dictionary.

The focus of this paper is to show an approach that translates a grid map
obtained from SLAM into a topological map. Section 2 presents a global overview
to the problem and different approaches to translate a grid map into a topological
map. Section 3 presents the formal definition for our augmented topological map.
Section 4 presents our approach to translate a gridmap into a topological map.
Section 5 presents the obtained results. Section 6 presents the paper conclusions.

2 Build a Topological Map from a Grid Map

A grid map is a metric map ([10],[11]) that makes discretization of the environ-
ment into 2D or 3D cells. The grid map consists of empty cells, m(x, y) = 0,
which represent free space and occupied cells, m(x, y) = 1, where obstacle exists.
2D grid mao are the most common but 3D grid map is growing in popularity
due low cost of 3D acquisition system, as low cost RGB-D cameras and 3D laser
range finder scan solutions. These 3D grid map are extremely expensive in terms
of memory size so often these grid map are store in a form of octomaps.

A topological map ([12], [13]) describes the world using vertices and edges.
The vertices represent the significant spaces in the environment, and the edges
represent the connection between the different spaces. In this work, the edge
should represent real or virtual door and the vertices should represent a room
or a distinctive place.

Several researchers have tried to extract topological models from grid maps
to solve global path planning and to help perform navigation and localization in
local areas, [14] [15] [16] [17].

One way to get a topological map is extracting the Voronoi diagram from
the grid map. A Voronoi diagram is a way of dividing space into a number
of regions which are delimited by the Voronoi segments. The segments of the
Voronoi diagram are all the points in the plane that are equidistant to the two
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nearest sites. The Voronoi vertices (vertices) are the points equidistant to three
(or more) sites. In [18] we found an approach to extract the Voronoi diagram
from a dynamic grid map, this approach was been optimized for online Voronoi
diagram extraction.

Thrun in [14] extracts from the grid map the Voronoi diagram and critical
points. Critical points are used to delimit regions and the Voronoi edges are used
to relate the regions connectivity. These regions and edges are used to build the
topological map.

In [19] and [20], graph partitioning methods are used to divide a grid map into
several vertices. Buschka and Saffiotti in [21], Room-like spaces are extracted in
grid maps by using fuzzy morphological opening and watershed segmentation.
Even though those methods show successful topology extraction from grid maps,
they are not easy to apply directly in home environments because they are
suitable for corridor environments or considers only narrow passages to extract
topological model.

In [15], Virtual door is defined as the candidates of real door, and the virtual
doors are detected as edges of the topological map by extracting corner features
from the occupancy grid-map; using this method, an initial topological map is
generated, which consists of vertices and edges. The final topological map is
generated using a genetic algorithm to merge the vertices and reduce the edges.
As a result, the generated topological map consists of vertices divided by virtual
doors and edges located in real doors. The proposed methods provide a topologi-
cal map for the user interaction and the cleaning robot, and the topological map
can be used to plan more efficient motion including room-to-room path planning
and covering each room.

In [22] build the topological modeling using only low-cost sonar sensors. The
proposed method constructs a topological model using sonar grid map by ex-
tracting subregions incrementally. A confidence for each occupied grid is evalu-
ated to obtain reliable regions in a local grid map, and a convexity measure is
used to extract subregions automatically.

3 Topological Map in HySeLAM

The augmented topological map, a layer of HySeLAM [9], defines a place by
its delimitations (real or virtual walls), location, visual signature and by human
words. The edges store the connectivity between places and are labeled with
virtual or real doors. These doors are defined by their size, location and human
words. This map will be part of the HySeLAM, managed by the topological
engine. This is a map layer between grid map and semantic map. The semantic
engine will relate each place from this map to a semantic label (human words).
The topological engine will be able to buildup the map using the grid map and
the descriptions received from other entities (other robots/people).

Therefore, the topological map Mt is defined by an attributed graph :

Mt = (P,C) (1)
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where: P is the set of vertices (places) and C the edges ( C ⊆ P×P). The places
are augmented with five attributes: semantic words, geometric description, visual
appearances, area and central position. A place is defined as:

pi = {SP,W,V, Ar, Xc} (2)

Where: SP is a semantic set of words labeling the place, W defines the
real and/or virtual delimitation of the place with a set of wall’s (W =
{w0, w1, ..., wnw});V is the visual appearance described by a set of local panoramic
views (V = {v0, v1, ..., vnv}); Ar is a real number which defines the place area; and
Xc is the centric position (X = [x, y, z]) of the place.

The parameter wall wi is defined by:

wi = (X,
−→
V , L, S, e) (3)

Where: X = ([x, y, z], ΣX) defines the position of the center of mass of the
wall and the uncertainty associated to this observed position, this position is

related to the origin of SLAM referential frame;
−→
V = ([vx, vy, vz], ΣV ) contains

the normal vector which defines the wall direction and the uncertainty associated
to that vector; L = ([vl, vh], ΣV ) defines the length (height and width) of the
wall and the uncertainty associated to the length;S = [sl, sh] defines the shape
curvature of the wall; e defines the existence of the plan, (0 when the wall is
virtual, and 1 when the wall is a brick wall).

The visual appearance parameter vi is defined by:

vi = (I, X, La, t) (4)

Where:I is a matrix containing the image, X = ([x, y, z], ΣX) is the center
of image acquisition and the associated uncertainty described by a covariance
matrix (ΣX); La is the angular aperture (L = [Lx,Ly] ); and t is time of
acquisition.

The edges ( C ⊆ P× P) are labeled with two attributes: semantic words and
doorway set, as follow:

{SD,D} (5)

Where: SD is a semantic set of words labeling the edge, and D is the doorway
definition.

The parameter doorway D is defined by:

D = (X,Ld, e, o, I) (6)

Where: X = ([x, y, z], ΣX) defines the position of the center of mass of the
door and the uncertainty associated to this observed position, this position is
related to the origin of SLAM referential frame (ΣX); Ld defines the length of
the plan (L = [vl, vh] ); e defines the existence of the door (0 when the door is
virtual, and 1 when the door is real); o is the last door state observed (open or
closed); I stores an visual appearance of the door.
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4 Gr2To - 3D Grid Map to Topological Map Conversion

Gr2To Algorithm defines our approach to convert the grid map into the aug-
mented topological map and it has been optimized to work in indoor robots.
Gr2To is divided into five stages.

Fig. 1. At left, the 3D grid map obtained by the RobVigil [4]. The red points are
occupied cells that are higher than 1.80 meters, the white are occupied cells bellow.
This map was obtained in the first floor of the building I of Engineering Faculty From
Porto University. At right top, the 2D grid map obtained using the 3D grid map and
Gr2To compression stage. At right bottom, the 2D grid map obtained directly from a
2D SLAM approach with the laser range finder at 1.20 meter from the floor. Using a 3D
grid map and Gr2To compression stage was possible to remove the furniture present
in the environment and in the gridmap of 2D SLAM approach.

First stage) Compression from 3D grid map to 2Dgrid map and Filtering. This
stage is considered in order to take the advantages when 3D grid map is available.
One of those advantages is to make possible to filter the furniture and other
objects/things from the grid-map. Furnitures or other kind of objects present
in the environment are considered noise to our algorithm because they do not
define the boundaries of a room/place. When the input is a 3D map, this map is
compressed into a 2D map, figure 1. With this compression is possible to remove
from the final map the furniture/noise present in the environment.

The compression algorithm compress all cells in Z-axis into a single cell, as
follow:

map2D(x, y) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

0, if NO > NOminand NF < NFmax

1, if NF > NFmax

0.5, otherwise

(7)

Where, NO is function that returns the number of occupied cells from
map3D(x, y, zmin) tomap3D(x, y, zmax), NF is function that returns the number
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of empty cells from map3D(x, y, zmin) to map3D(x, y, zmax). The compression
algorithm requires six parameters, (zmin, zmax, NFmax, NOmin, PMax, PMin).
Where, zmin and zmax defines the interval of 3D map to be compressed in a
2D map. NFmax and NOmin defines the maximum number of free cell and min-
imum number of occupied cells to consider a vertical occupied cell, PMax defines
the maximum probability for a cell to be consider empty cell and PMin defines
the minimum probability for a cell to be consider occupied cell.

Fig. 2. In the left gridmap, the Gr2To has marked with red circles locations with
higher probability for door existence. Blue lines represent the door in a closed state.
In the right gridmap, the Gr2To draws the obtained Voronoi graph diagram over the
gridmap. The gray squares represents the nodes.

Second stage) Door detection In this stage is created a map of distances,
mapdist , from the filtered map. This map of distances contains in each cell
the euclidean distance to the nearest occupied cell. After, door detection al-
gorithm search for locations with probability for door existence, figure 2. This
search have two parameters Doormin and Doormax, which defines the minimum
and maximum door size, in meters. These values are converted to pixel units,
DoorminPixel = Doormin

2×Gridmapresolution
and DoormaxPixel = Doormax

2×Gridmapresolution
.

The search finds in the distance map for cells that satisfy the condition
DoorminPixel < mapdist(x, y) < DoormaxPixel. For the cells that satisfy this
condition, the algorithm takes eight samples from distance map, using this
formula:

v(i) = mapdis

(

x+ d× cos

(
2πi

8

)

, y + d× sin

(
2πi

8

))

(8)

Where, d is the distance parameter, in our tests this parameter takes the
value of DoorminPixel , i is an integer number between 0 and 7. If exist two
samples that satisfy the condition v(i) > mapdist(x, y) ∧ v(j) > mapdist(x, y)
with 2 <| i − j |< 6, this place is consider with higher probability for door
existence.
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The closer cells with higher probability for door existence are used to estimate
a central location. This central location is stored in vector of door locations.
Closer cells are those with a distance under DoorminPixel pixels.

Third stage) Voronoi Graph Diagram extraction In this stage is constructed
the Voronoi Graph diagram from the distance map, left map of figure 2. The
development of this algorithm was based on previous works, as [18].

Fig. 3. In the left map, the Gr2To has marked with: red circles the main places
(vertices), cyan circles the locations of the doors, and with black lines to show the
connections between the main places. The yellow circles are the critical points. The
green lines are the boundaries defined by the critical points. In the right map, the
Gr2To has marked with random colors the delimitations of segmented places.

Fourth stage) Topological map construction and door validation To construct the
topological map we have considered the definition of critical point from previous
works of Thrun [14]. In this stage, the critical point is used to validate the doors
found in the second stage. After this validation, the algorithm travels by the cells
that belongs to the Voronoi diagram. In each one of this cell, the algorithm gets
three parameters to define a circle, the circle location −→r c = (xc, yc) which is the
same as cell location and the circle radius rc = mapdist(x, y). With this circle
definition the algorithm search in all stored circles if the condition rc(i) + rc <√
(xc − xc(i))2 + (yc − yc(i))2 is satisfied. If this condition is not satisfied this

circle is stored, if this condition is satisfied, the algorithm select the circle with
bigger radius for the stored circles and drops the circle with smaller radius. After,
the algorithms verify the next conditions for all circles:

{√
2rc(i) +

√
2rc(j) <

√
(xc(j)− xc(i))2 + (yc(j)− yc(i))2

min(rc(i), rc(j)) > mapdist

(
xc(j)−xc(i)

2 , yc(j)−yc(i)
2

) (9)

if these two conditions are satisfied, the algorithm drops the circle with smaller
radius. After, the algorithm find the circles connections using the the Voronoi
Diagram Graph, the final result is in the figure 3.
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Fifth stage) Optimization of space delimitation and topological map augmenta-
tion with real and virtual walls. In this stage the algorithm draws a closed door
in all places that have a confirmed door. Then, it is associated one polygon of
eight vertices to which stored circle. The eight vertices are placed over the circle
edge and equally spaced. Each vertex of the polygon is updated to the farthest
occupied cell. This update occurs inside of one beam, the beam origin is the
circle center and it have an aperture of 2π

8 radians and is aligned to the vertex.
This update is limited to a maximum distance from the center circle, defined by:

dist =
rc(i)

rc(i) + rc(j)

√
(xc(j)− xc(i))2 + (yc(j)− yc(i))2 (10)

Where, i is the index of the actual circle and j is the index of the closest
circle that is inside of actual beam. Then, the algorithm test each polygon edge
and if it lies over 80% of occupied cells is updated the place definition in the
topological map with a real wall defined by the polygon edge. If the condition is
not verified the place definition is updated with a virtual wall.

At this stage, the Gr2To approach over segments the most common corridors.
This happens because the most common corridors are long rectangular spaces.
To reduce this over segmentation, this algorithm merges three or more collinear
places, that are directly connected by a Voronoy edge and which are defined by
the circles with same radius.

At the final step, the Gr2To approach stores this augmented topological map
into the robot memory and into a XML (eXtensible Markup Language) file. The
vertices and door properties are related to the map referential defined by the
SLAM approach.

5 Experimental Results

This approach Gr2To was tested using three grid-maps obtained in two real
scenarios and in one virtual scenario. The output results were compared to a
human segmentation. The three grid-maps, input of Gr2To, were printed and
given to eleven persons. It was asked, to each person individually, to place a mark
in each door, room and corridor of the map. The number of each item identified
and the time to complete the task is shown in the table 1. Also, these three maps
were processed by Gr2To in a computer with a processor Intel Pentium Dual
Core T4300 at 2,16 GHz and with 2GB of memory.

The first grid-map was obtained from the robot RoboVigil using a 3D SLAM
approach [4], in the ground floor of build I of Engineering Faculty of Porto
University (FEUP). In figure 2 and 3 it is possible to see intermediate steps and
final place segmentation done by Gr2To.

The second grid-map was obtained in TRACLabs facility, which is available
in [23]. The third grid-map was obtained using the gazebo simulator with a
turtlebot robot, Hector SLAM, and a virtual building. In figures 4 and 5 it is
possible to see intermediate steps and final place segmentation done by Gr2To.
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Fig. 4. Using the grid map of TRACLabs facility, available in [23]. In the left map, the
Gr2To has marked with red circles locations with higher probability for door existence.
In the right top map, the Gr2To draws red circles in the identified places, cyan circles in
critical points with high probability for door existence and black lines the connectivity
between vertex. In the right bottom map, the Gr2To draws places delimitation with
random colors.

Table 1. Human segmentation Versus Gr2To approach segmentation

Grid Map Segmentation by Human Segmentation by Gr2To
Rooms Corridors Doors t(s) Rooms Corridors Doors t(s)

FEUP 7 [5,8] 3 [2,4] 9 [5,10] 34 [26,47] 11 2 (7) 9 (2,2) 8.7
TRACLabs 17 [16,21] 2 [1,3] 18 [15,30] 43 [37,54] 29 1 (5) 39 (3,7) 8.4
Virtual 18 [17,21] 1 [1,2] 18 [18,20] 41 [33,53] 21 1 (9) 18 (0,0) 8.9

Table 1 summarizes the number of rooms, corridors and doors
counted/identified by eleven persons and by Gr2To. Also, it shows the time
taken to complete this task by humans and Gr2TO. In the side of human re-
sults, the three values in each cell are: the value of mean of the samples rounded
to the nearest integer, and inside of brackets the minimum and maximum value
of the samples. In the corridors row, of Gr2To results, there are two values, the
first number is the number of corridors detected and inside of the brackets the
number of vertices merged . In the doors column, of Gr2To results, there are
three values: the first number is the number of doors detected, the second num-
ber is the number of missed doors, and the third number is the number of wrong
doors detection.
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Fig. 5. The intermediate steps and final place segmentation done by Gr2To with the
grid map obtained from the virtual scenario

From table 1 is possible to see that in the virtual scenario the algorithm
have detected the same number of doors, rooms and corridor as humans, and it
took less time to process. In the real scenarios, the Gr2To have failed to detect
the doors without standard width. To make these doors detectable by Gr2To it
was required to increase the value of Doormax parameter, however it have also
increased the number of outliers in the door detection. Although, these outliers
can be removed using visual doors detectors. The number of doors detected by
Gr2To in the TRACLabs is more higher when compared to the human average,
this happens because humans have counted several pairs of doors as one door.

In the two real scenarios, the number of rooms detected by Gr2To is more
higher then the number of rooms detected by the average human. One approach
to reduce the number of segmented places and make it closer to the human is
merge all vertices between a door and a terminal vertex or door. However, from
RoboVigil experience we found that the over segmentation appears in long rect-
angular places. These long rectangular places are sometimes divided by humans
in two distinctive places. So, if the Gr2To can fail to detect a door and these
rectangular places are sometimes divided by humans, this vertices merge should
happen only when the robot gets more information about the place. The aug-
mented topological map in the HySeLAM framework is a dynamic map and it
is updated during the human robot interaction (voice), so the robot should only
infer that a set of vertices are the same place when the robot gets the same
human word for all vertices.
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6 Conclusion

The contribute made in this work was the development of a novel approach to
translate a grid map into a topological map. This approach is able to compress
a 3D grid map into a 2D grid map and filter objects present in the environment
from the map. Another contribute of this work, was the optimization of Gr2TO
in order to obtain similar results to those obtained when the task is performed
by a human.

This work shows that is possible to translate the robot knowledge, stored in
the form of occupation grid map, to closer the human perception. Indeed, the
RoboVigil with Gr2To was able to segment the obtained gridmap and ask in each
place for the human word that tags the place. Gr2To simplifies the human-robot
interaction and it makes possible to the robot understand simple missions, as “
robot go to Sam office and then go to robot charger place”.
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